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The Highlander's Return 2014-08-01 return of the prodigal highlander banished for daring to court the laird s daughter ailsa
it s been six long years since alasdhair ross set foot on munro land gone is the rebellious youth years of hard work have
shaped alasdhair into a fiercely intense man one set on returning to his homeland and claiming what s rightfully his bitter
experience has taught ailsa munro that her exuberant wilfulness gets her into trouble but one glimpse of alasdhair s sinful
eyes and the once experienced never forgotten pleasure they promise and ailsa knows a reckoning is irresistibly inevitable
highland brides warriors take a wife
Return of the Highlander 2015-06-06 join countless other romance readers who have been captured claimed and seduced by
julianne maclean s passionate and adventurous bestselling highlander series a scottish prisoner nothing means more to
scottish heiress larena campbell than saving her father from the gallows while on an urgent mission to deliver his pardon
from the king she and her english escorts are attacked by a pair of fierce scottish rebels when she is dragged unconscious
back to the stronghold of angus the lion a powerful and dangerous scottish laird she is determined to escape at any cost
captor and protector highland scout darach macdonald is suspicious of the beautiful and defiant heiress who clocked him in
the head during the skirmish with the enemy redcoats he suspects she will stop at nothing to win her freedom not even a
manipulative seduction of his younger brother logan fiercely protective of his brother darach volunteers to shepherd the
heiress back to her home but spending countless nights on the open road with a lassie as temptingly beautiful as larena
campbell is enough to drive any hot blooded scot mad with savage desire suddenly he is overcome by a need to claim her as his
own but when they arrive at her father s castle all may not be what it seems look for the other novels in this exciting
highlander series the rebel a highland short story prequel book 1 captured by the highlander book 2 claimed by the highlander
book 3 seduced by the highlander
Highlanders Collection: Claimed by the Highland Warrior / The Highlander's Stolen Touch / Return of the Border Warrior /
Highland Rogue, London Miss / Her Highland Protector / A Rose in the Storm / Highlander Claimed 2014-06-01 the highlanders
collection seven rugged historical highland heroes claimed by the highland warrior by michelle willingham
Return of the Highlander 2006 stunned by the modern day world in which he has awakened legendary eighteenth century scottish
warrior black maclean is drawn to arabella a mysterious woman who is the only one who can see him and together they must
explore the destiny that has brought them together across the centuries
Rake With A Frozen Heart/The Highlander's Redemption/The Highlander's Return 2012-06-01 rake with a frozen heart waking up in
a stranger s bed henrietta markham encounters the most darkly sensual man she has ever met the last thing she remembers is
being attacked by a housebreaker yet being rescued by the notorious earl of pentland feels much more dangerous can henrietta
s innocence bring this hardened rake to his knees the highlander s redemption on her first night in scotland brave
frenchwoman madeleine lafayette is rescued from danger by brooding highlander calumn munro why calumn agrees to take
madeleine under his protection he doesn t know he might be her reluctant saviour but he ll be her willing seducer the
highlander s return banished for daring to court the laird s daughter ailsa it s been six long years since alasdhair ross set
foot on munro land years of hard work have shaped alasdhair into a fiercely intense man set on returning to his homeland and
claiming what s rightfully his experience has taught ailsa munro that wilfulness gets her into trouble but one glimpse of
alasdhair s sinful eyes and ailsa knows a reckoning is irresistibly inevitable
History of the Highlands & Highland Clans 1887 son of a highlander is the true story of the author a third generation
australian of scottish highland descent discovering his ancestral history over eight generations from father to son this is a
search for authenticity of a verbal story handed down over a two hundred year period along with a 1797 penny and a collection



of photos and correspondence that are one hundred years old which were from his late grandfather s old tattered leather case
the author descended from the clan macleod clan meaning children in scottish gaelic mac meaning son in gaelic and the leod
derived from the viking era it basically means children of the son of leod the family originated from a small two acre
semisubsistent existence on the isle of skye in far western scotland the macleod clan was once a warrior race that feuded
with neighboring clans in the most bloodiest of warfare a clan system of traditions and culture that lasted hundreds of years
that eventually came to an end with the notorious highland clearance whereby thousands of people were evicted from their
lands and replaced by sheep with the mass exodus of people some forcibly left while others left in desperation this book is
the history of one highland family who survived a dangerous sailing journey to australia only to continue their struggle
against adversity on foreign soil a search for the whereabouts of a gaelic speaking great great grandfather to discover he
was sent to an island off the australian coast where he eventually died and was buried in a pauper s grave along with 8 500
souls whose only crime was that they were poor this book is a must read for anyone wishing to trace their own ancestral
history it will inspire you and encourage you toward your own personal voyage of discovery
A History of the Scottish Highlands 1875 a comparative approach to the american indians and scottish highlanders this book
examines the experiences of clans and tribal societies which underwent parallel experiences on the peripheries of britain s
empire in britain the united states and canada
A History of the Scottish Highlands, Highland Clans and Highland Regiments 1882 a plea for help
The Highlanders, and Other Poems. Second Edition 1808 formed in 1868 and already possessors of a proud history by the
outbreak of the first world war the men of the 9th glasgow highland battalion the highland light infantry were right at the
heart of the cataclysmic events that unfolded between 1914 and 1918 on the western front one of the first territorial units
to be rushed to france in 1914 they participated in almost all the major british battles including the somme in 1916 and
ypres in 1917 altogether around 4 500 men served with the glasgow highlanders in the first world war the composition of the
glasgow highlanders changed dramatically over five years of fighting as the original territorial members were replaced
despite this change the ethos of the battalion built up over half a century of peace and many months of warfare survived alec
weir has steeped himself in the proud history of the glasgow highlanders in the first world war his accessible informal style
employing many first hand accounts and his rigorous research combine here to produce a fascinating and detailed account of
how ordinary men from all walks of life confronted and mastered the hellish conditions of trench warfare
Son of a Highlander 2015-12-15 quinn s mission is to steal a woman from a clan and escort her to his brother cormac the chief
of their clan so he can marry her but quinn s brother has tried to have him murdered before and quinn suspects cormac is
hoping the woman s clan kills him this time if the mercenaries they sent with him don t do the deed first avelina s cousin
warns her that the storm sank a ship and a warrior lays on the shore badly injured but armed armed with a sword of her own
and with her wolf companion avelina finds quinn and rescues him from the incoming tide but now she must hide him from her kin
before they learn he planned to steal her cousin away if he survives his injuries and her kin he must deal with his
traitorous brother before it is too late
White People, Indians, and Highlanders 2008-07-03 a delightful romp rt book reviews she s nobody s prisoner and he s nobody s
fool lady isabelle tynsdale s flight over the scottish border would have been the perfect escape if only she hadn t run
straight into the arms of a gorgeous highland laird whether his plan is ransom or seduction her only hope is to outwit him or
she ll lose herself entirely laird david campbell thought lady isabelle was going to be easy to handle and profitable too he
never imagined he d have such a hard time keeping one enticing english countess out of trouble and out of his heart the



highlander series the highlander s sword book 1 the highlander s heart book 2 true highland spirit book 3 praise for amanda
forester this clever combination of wit romance and suspense strikes all the right notes booklist starred review on a wedding
in springtime plenty of intrigue keeps the reader cheering all the way publishers weekly passionate and spellbinding mary
wine acclaimed author of highland heat
Repression of Montagnards 2002 he conquered endless enemies but can he conquer her heart heather macinnes has finally found
refuge in the comforting embrace of her two sisters their loving presence a soothing balm to her unexpected ordeal her escape
from the clutches of the notorious ghost warriors and her good fortune in never having to lay eyes on their enigmatic leader
the infamous dark dragon left her feeling as though her harrowing ordeal is finally over but little does she know her journey
has only just begun the dark dragon is as mysterious as the past he keeps hidden but secrets slowly come to light and when an
old foe arrives to seek revenge the dragon s past comes back to haunt not only him but the woman who loves him against all
odds with secrets to uncover revenge to seek and war looming on the horizon heather and the dark dragon must lay the past to
rest so they can build a future together or has the past already determined their future macinnes sisters trilogy book one
the highlander s stolen heart book two highlander s rebellious love book three highlander the dark dragon
History of the Highlands and the Highland Clans 1838 he was promised to her sister but she stole his heart the three macinnes
sisters are well known throughout the highlands heather the eldest is known for her beauty and kindness patience the middle
sister while attractive is known for her warrior skills emma the youngest is plain featured her passion is knowledge there is
nothing the sisters will not do for each other and their love and loyalty is tested when heather is abducted emma must ride
alone through a rainstorm to reach the macclennan keep and fetch the mighty warrior rogan macclennan heather s intended
nothing must delay her her sister s life depends on it emma is not only shocked by the warrior s handsome features but by his
refusal to leave immediately once he learns that heather has been abducted his excuse is the raging storm but emma will not
bow to the mighty warrior s dictates she sneaks off to return to the injured macinnes warriors and to search for heather
rogan macclennan cannot believe the audacity of the youngest macinnes sister to call him a coward and then sneak off in
nothing more than her nightdress when he gets his hands on her he intends to see her sent home to her father then he will
rescue his intended without any interference from emma thrown together the unlikely pair must face more trials and
tribulations than they ever imagined possible they also must face something both are trying desperately to ignore and deny
that they are falling in love emma cannot betray her sister and rogan must do his duty to his clan they have no future
together or do they book one of the macinnes sisters trilogy book two highlander s rebellious love book three highlander the
dark dragon
Parliamentary Papers 1854 annis is on a quest to save her sister bliss and the only way she can do it is to break a twenty
year old curse annis does not intend to let anyone frighten her off or stop her from doing what she must to save her sister
not the suspicious people in the small village where she stops to seek information not the heavy mist that descends like
sentinels on the hills not the beady black eyed ravens that keep watch and especially not brogan the condemned lord and the
only way she can make sure of that is to let him join her on her quest though it is not much of an option since he insists
brogan of the clan macrae is on a quest to save the determined willful annis from herself she refuses to accept the truth the
curse that had been cast on the three clans twenty odd years ago cannot be broken he and the other two cursed lords odran and
rannick have tried if they failed surely annis would and she could possibly be harmed in the process he had to admit she had
caught his interest when he had first met the fiery red haired beauty a memorable meeting for sure since he had been covered
in blood and she faints at the sight of blood which led to her falling into his arms be that as it may he was here to make



sure no harm came to her see her through her futile quest and return her home however there was another reason he had chased
after her and when she discovered his secret they would be no containing her fury all does not go as either annis or brogan
planned and when the witch finally shows herself it sends the couple on another quest where long kept lies and secrets abound
brogan does all he can to keep her safe and annis discovers that she is not only fighting to save her sister but she is also
fighting to free brogan from the curse through it all the couple find something neither were looking for love author s note
there is a prequel to this trilogy highland intrigue a prequel you get to meet most of the characters in the trilogy and see
how brogan and annis first met and find out what brought them to this point also while annis and brogan s love story
concludes in this book there is a story arc mystery that runs through to book three highlander the cursed lord highland
intrigue trilogy highland intrigue a prequel book one the silent highlander book two the condemned highlander book three
highlander the cursed lord
The Romance of War, Or, Highlanders in Spain 1851 darkest highlander donna grant in the acclaimed dark sword series the
darkest fiercest warriors of scottish legend finally meet their match in the brave fiery hearts of the women they cherish for
years broc has watched over her protected her and hidden his love for her but when his beautiful sonya finds herself in a
hopeless situation the highlander flies to her side to save her unfortunately before the druidess can thank him broc is
captured by his enemy and destined for eternal pain sonya vows to help her noble warrior though he is imprisoned in a
mountain of pure evil bound in chains of the darkest magic with sonya s own magic fading she must summon the greatest power
of all to save the man she loves but even if these two hearts are united will they be strong enough to defeat the heart of
darkness or will their undying love doom them for all eternity
Come on Highlanders! 2009-09-29 is he her enemy or is she his salvation haunted by the looming threat of evil hannah embarks
on a desperate quest for sanctuary the elusive haven she seeks lies within the mysterious mackewan keep guarded by slain
mackewan a notorious warrior known as the savage as she cautiously approaches the neglected fortress uncertainty shrouds her
path but it s her sole refuge for slain mackewan captivated by the red headed beauty love becomes an unforeseen complication
bound by a relentless pursuit of vengeance he sees hannah as a means to settle a profound debt his heart torn between
affection and vendetta slain is determined to right the wrongs inflicted by a bitter adversary who stripped him of everything
united by circumstance slain and hannah defy formidable odds together they confront the malevolence that shadows them
unraveling the darkest secrets that threaten their worlds amidst the chaos a timeless and boundless love emerges transcending
the constraints of both fate and time escape to the highlands late 1400s in this historical romance of love betrayal secrets
and redemption book two in the highland warrior trilogy
The London Gazette 1895 once upon a time purity of the clan macara shy plain and with a deformed hand that everyone believes
is the mark of the devil begged handsome charismatic devil may care arran of the clan mackinnon to wed her and save her from
a fate she feared he turned her down five years later arran returns home after being taken captive by a group of mercenaries
and forced to fight alongside them he s a far different man than he d once been smiles elude him his tongue no longer charms
and he knows what it s like to have been touched by the devil himself when he saves a woman in the woods from being abducted
he doesn t realize who she is until he sees her deformed hand purity has changed confident and comfortable with herself and
her life in the forest she no longer requires a husband unfortunately purity is in danger and arran doesn t intend to fail
her this time he tells her they will wed and he will keep her safe it s purity s turn to refuse his proposal but not for long
it becomes clear that the only safety purity has is in arran s arms as his wife when the couple return home they face a
challenging and dangerous situation that could tear them apart forever secrets are discovered promises are made lies surface



and murder strikes the clan through it all the couple fight to keep what they ve found what purity always knew and what arran
discovers they ve always been meant for each other highland promise trilogy highland oath a prequel book one pledged to a
highlander book two entrusted to a highlander book three highlander oath of the beast
My Highlander 2017-12-14 liam mackinlay is certain that when he asks for evelyn stewart s hand in marriage the third time s
the charm for hasn t he risen to war chief of the clan mackinlay a seasoned warrior and an honored member of the clan that
took him in as a child but once again her father denies liam the lass he lost his heart to years ago daughter of the laird of
the stewart clan evelyn is expected to perform her daughter s duty including marry for the better of the clan even if that s
against her will but upon learning her father plans to trade her to an unknown clan in exchange for cattle she will do almost
anything to escape the future set out before her including running away and marrying liam mackinlay liam s discovering that
beneath evelyn s sweet disposition is an iron will to match any warrior but now their marriage may start a war between the
clans and liam must fight for his new wife and his family even if it means raising his sword against those he calls kin each
book in the clan mackinlay series is standalone her accidental highlander husband her reluctant highlander husband her
forbidden highlander husband
The Highlander's Heart 2011-11-01 she s blind yet he s the one who cannot see snow might be blind but it doesn t stop her
from seeing the powerful and fierce lord of fire s true nature he s pigheaded domineering demanding and completely
frustrating the few encounters she s had with him when he s visited the clan macardle did not go well especially when he
threatened her pup thaw she intends to avoid the fiery lord of fire as much as possible unfortunately there s not much she
can do when an unexpected snowstorm throws them together along with an unwanted stay at his keep tarass the lord of fire has
never met such a willful disobedient unpredictable woman as snow and her protective snarling little pup doesn t help matters
she infuriates him at every turn and when he s forced to save her from freezing to death in a raging snowstorm he makes it
known to her that under no circumstance will he allow the compromising situation to force him to wed a blind woman there is
more brewing then the love they both try to avoid tarass is on a mission he intends to seek revenge against the person
responsible for his parents brutal deaths while also faced with two murders that must be solved a myth that has woken and
frightened his clan and must be put to rest and a man who is intent on taking snow away from him in the end the truth that is
discovered is far different than what tarass could have ever imagined and the only thing that matters to him is snow there
isn t anything he won t do to save her
Highlander The Dark Dragon 2023-06-04 the ultimate one man mission authorized to sacrifice your personal honor with these
words chancellor sun tzu liao dispatched death commando loren jaffray to the planet northwind his mission to destroy the
elite northwind highlanders the mercenaries who abandoned the capellans in their hour of need thirty years before as the
grandson of famous highlander warriors jaffray is the perfect instrument to exact sun tzu s revenge he can win the
mercenaries trust then divide the highlanders from within to ignite a war for control of their homeworld but prince victor
davion is not about to give up this key planet without a struggle and now while northwind and the rest of the sarna march
erupt in war loren must wage his own personal battle one between honor and duty a battle that can only be fought alone
A History of the Highlands and of the Highland Clans 1854 1684 scottish highlands it s become abundantly clear to scarlet
worthington that england no longer can offer her anything good with few other options she flees to the wilds of scotland to
help her sister who has created a place where women learn to protect themselves there is something special about the
highlands it could be the lush rolling hills the clean air the feeling of doing something good or maybe it s the fierce
campbell warrior she s recruited to help aiden campbell has spent months recovering from burns he sustained in a fire set by



english soldiers finally he s healed enough to take temporary command of his clan between the fire and his own ghosts there
is no love lost between him and the english so why does he say yes when the new englishwoman in town asks for his help and
why does she have the power to distract him so much when scarlet s past stalks her all the way to scotland her nightmares
become real and the things aiden has taught her are put to the test and as aiden fights the heat of passion that grows
between them a different kind of wildfire threatens everything each book in the campbells series is standalone the scottish
rogue the savage highlander the wicked viscount the highland outlaw
The Living Age 1858 from new york times bestselling author joanne wadsworth comes 1 bestselling highlander s guardian
highlander s faerie highlander s champion and highlander s captive expect passionate happily ever afters no cliffhangers and
a scottish time travel romance series that can be enjoyed in any order highlander s guardian it s time for colin maclean to
meet his match annie macleod is the girl he grew up adoring and now as her guardian the woman he must help find a husband for
if only sparks didn t fly every time he touched her highlander s faerie katherine maclean s dying wish sends her back in time
to the 16th century straight into the sturdy arms of highland warrior john macdonald their souls are connected in every way
and only through him can she survive a spellbinding tale of love highlander s champion a sizzling scottish romance when
modern girl arianna is pulled through a time portal she lands in the protective embrace of 16th century highlander james she
must return to her sick father but can james bear to let her go highlander s captive when julia falls from the cliffs into
the sea highland warrior ivor unwittingly finds a bargaining chip to use against his rival clan except julia s not the
captive he intended not when she s intent on experiencing an adventure a short highland romance each book in this series is
standalone and can be enjoyed out of sequence highlander heat series highlander s castle 1 highlander s magic 2 highlander s
charm 3 highlander s guardian 4 highlander s faerie 5 highlander s champion 6 highlander s captive 7 novella 11 000 words
series 0 5
The Highlander's Stolen Heart 2023-06-04 let usa today bestselling author terri brisbin sweep you away with four reader
favorite stories about the maclerie clan the highlander s stolen touch formidable tavis maclerie knows he will never be good
enough for innocent ciara robertson but ordered to take ciara to her husband to be tavis is tormented and tempted every step
of the way at the highlander s mercy lilidh maclerie has never forgotten robert matheson the man who broke her heart but now
she is his hostage she should be afraid but still he excites and unnerves her in equal measure the highlander s dangerous
temptation highland laird athdar maccallum has had a tragic past and has vowed never to marry again but then he is utterly
disarmed by the innocent beauty in the eyes of isobel ruriksdottir yield to the highlander fearsome warrior aidan maclerie s
heart remains restless until he meets catriona mackenzie she is a married woman so he can never truly possess her yet he
seeks her surrender one kiss at a time
The Condemned Highlander 2023-02-09 in the historical romance a powerful highland laird with everything to lose must risk it
all for the lass who storms into his keep and his heart raised on the debauched margins of society amelia taylor depends upon
her quick wit and fiery spirit to survive when danger closes in on her already precarious home she flees into the highlands
and finds refuge in the iron strong circle of clan mackenzie there her lack of propriety and intriguing beauty draw the
attention of their formidable leader but to remain safe from pursuit she must conceal her identity even if it means deceiving
laird knox mackenzie a fiercely guarded and staunchly moral warrior knox never expected a ravishing stranger like amelia to
reawaken his desires yet as their heated confrontations unlock untold passion temptation proves impossible to resist so when
amelia s tapestry of lies begins to unravel the secrets from her dark past threaten both his clan and a future they can only
dare to dream of praise for highlander taken reminiscent of early johanna lindsey titillating rt book reviews



Darkest Highlander 2012-01-31 the most reckless and fierce of the macleod brothers quinn is a prisoner of the god inside him
tormented by his inability to save his family from slaughter his fury governs him and day by day he loses himself to the
darkness in his soul but quinn has a profound yearning for a woman s love raised by druids the achingly beautiful marcail is
as spellbinding as the ancient magic that surges through her body to quinn she is most desirable woman he has ever known but
to his enemy deirdre she is the perfect bait to lure quinn into her trap once the two lovers are in her wicked grasp their
passion will be put to the ultimate test the third novel in donna grant s paranormal and historical romance series dark sword
wicked highlander is an enthralling superbly written story rt book reviews
Embraced By A Highlander 2023-09-05 sent on a dangerous mission into the shadowy world of the druids galen must find a
powerful ancient relic to defeat the enemies of castle macleod but what he discovers is far more powerful and far more
dangerous a druid lass whose beauty is as spellbinding as any magic reaghan is the most enchanting woman galen has even met
and the most enigmatic she alone is immune to his mind reading gifts he alone makes her feel safe and secure but reaghan
holds a secret power deep inside her that could destroy them both and if galen hopes to hold this captivating woman in his
arms every night he must defeat the darkness that draws closer around her every day once again donna grant melds the
paranormal and the historical into one sizzling romance shadow highlander is a sensual moving entry in the dark sword series
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